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Amazon's  Luxury Stores  is  launching with Oscar de la Renta to select Prime cus tomers . Image credit: Amazon

 
By Meyar Sheik

With fewer places to see and be seen, the luxury business has faced tremendous challenges since the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting shutdowns.

McKinsey & Company estimates a 35-39 percent contraction in the global luxury goods market in 2020 compared to
2019. Furthermore, it reported that as many as 80 percent of publicly listed fashion companies in North America
could end the year in financial distress.

The tumultuous environment has caused many luxury brands to exit the industry, but that did not deter a different
seller from entering the mix Amazon.

With the official launch of the "Luxury Stores" platform Sept. 15, Amazon is now allowing its Prime customers to
participate in the exclusive shopping experience from the comfort of their home (see story).

Amazon Prime customers will now be able to view items in 360-degree detail, and luxury retailers will be able to use
Amazon's merchandising tools to their discretion to best stock their online stores and price their items.

Initially, the test run will feature Oscar de la Renta's pre-fall and fall/winter collections with more brands to join in
the coming weeks.

While Amazon's newest marketplace will help struggling luxury retailers approach the ecommerce audience without
needing to develop their own interface, this launch has prompted discussion as to whether this latest move from
Amazon is a lifeline for the industry or a competitive threat.

How to stand out in a new luxury format
Some luxury brands may choose to wait and see how Amazon's Luxury Stores takes off after this week's launch.

In the meantime, there are plenty of opportunities for brands to elevate their own ecommerce presence.

For those not ready to align with Amazon just yet, omnichannel personalization is the key to remaining competitive
in this new landscape.
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A recent study we conducted revealed that companies that leverage a personalization strategy across the entire
customer lifecycle see higher ROI 300 percent or more and are able to quickly pivot to meet changing customer
behaviors.

A major part of the luxury shopping experience is the level of connection.

When entering a traditional luxury store, the customer is given the white-glove treatment and made to feel as though
she is receiving special services specifically curated to her needs.

With omnichannel personalization capabilities, luxury and fashion brands can help customers quickly discover the
products they want with personalized search, tailored on-site navigation, personalized promotions and elegant look
books, mimicking the top-notch customer service they received prior to COVID-19 in the physical stores.

First steps toward personalization, both in store and online
As luxury brands move toward a personalized environment, a simple first step could be delivering Web and email
personalization based around product recommendations and customer preferences.

Next, content such as videos and blogs can be targeted based on geography, weather and day-parting patterns.

Personalization can occur on a variety of scales from broad mobile options to specific targeting fixated on the help
center.

That being said, the majority of luxury shoppers still prefer to see and touch the high-priced item that they are
considering for purchase.

Therefore, omnichannel personalization should extend to the bricks-and-mortar location by arming sales associates
with tablets for clienteling and introducing kiosk and digital displays.

Customer identification can be implemented across the entire omnichannel process to streamline off-line and on-
line interactions.

In a post-COVID era, luxury brands with physical stores will still have the edge over online pure-plays to the extent
they can tie those shopping experiences together.

LUXURY BRANDS and retailers do not have to wait and see what Amazon does next. They can start delivering on
customer expectations by starting with the easiest to implement personalization tactics and building up to a fully
personalized omnichannel customer experience.

As the industry continues to evolve and consumer behaviors shift, providing personalized offerings consistent with
the elevated in-person luxury shopping experience will set brands apart from the competition, even with Amazon in
the mix.

Meyar Sheik is president and chief commerce officer of Kibo, San Diego. Reach him at msheik@certona.com.
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